THE NAMES OF ECONOMICAL-LY IMPORTANT OR CONSPICU-OUS MAMMALS AND BIRDS IN THE INDIAN LANGUAGES OF THE DISTRICT OF MACKENZIE, N.W.T. AND IN SARCEE
The lists of Indian animal names in this short paper are presented for two reasons. Until very recently most adult natives of the area, having had no formal education, spoke no English. It was therefore judged that the lists, with a simple code of pronounciation, could aid the work of game wardens, Indian agents, and others working with the natives. The more important reason is, however, that the native languages dealt with are almost certainly on the way to extinction, mainly because the schooling for the local Indians now provided by the Canadian Federal Government is in English only.
Publications listing animal names in the languages here dealt with are few. There seem to be none on Dog-rib apart from a few bird names, without guide to pronounciation in Wheeler's ornithological paper1. The names given by him, which are not listed in Table 3 below, are: robin: goshi, Bohemian waxwing: krobine, and rusty blackbird: keottsi. For Loucheux, Hare Indian and Chipewyan, there is an extensive dictionary by Petitotz, but many native names have undergone changes since he worked in this area and some of his French animal names cannot be assigned with certainty to specific animals. Irving3 has published a complete list of the names of birds in the variant of Loucheux spoken at Old Crow, Y.T., as written down by one native informant. The last named is said to have used the system of Loucheux orthography derived and described by the late Archdeacon McDonald4. This system is complex and to my mind not without ambiguity. McDonald Sarcee has been included because this language is classifled as belonging to the same group, Athabaskan or DbnC, as the Mackenzie Indian Ianguages, and the Sarcee are believed to have migrated to their present home from an area adjacent to the southern Mackenzie districtb. I was interested to see to what extent the kinship of Sarcee with the more northern languages was evident in animal names. Examination of Tables 2 and 3 does in fact show some correspondence between the Sarcee name and the name in one or more of the northern languages, i.e., in the names for wolf, dog, otter, lynx, and porcupine among the mammals and, in spite of the very few Sarcee bird names known to my informant, for eagle, ruffed grouse, great horned owl, crow, and raven. Also the Sarcee for white and big, which occurs as part of some animal names, is clearly related to the corresponding word in the other languages. Further evidence for the relationship between Sarcee and the Mackenzie Indian languages is to be found in the names of the first four numerals (see Table 1 ).
The settlements in which my names were secured are indicated in Table 1 The Indian names listed should be pronounced exactly as if they were German words, with the proviso that "ch" is always harsh as in "Loch" or "Dach", and with the following exceptions: the letters "th" are to be pronounced as in English "with", the syllables "on", "oin", and "aw", when printed in italics are to be pronounced as follows: on as in French long, oin as in French coin, and aw as in English awe. An apostrophe between two letters emphasizes that they are to be pronounced separately.
A sound recording of all native names listed can be borrowed through .
